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Ongoing policy work at the OECD will look to

design biosecurity guidelines appropriate to a broader
range of facilities in possession of dual-use materials,
such as university and industrial laboratories.

Key words: Biosecurity, Dual-Use, Biological
Materials, International Co-operation
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I The world is in the third wave of
| development, which is digital managed and networked.

Information, which creates the knowledge is
transferring thorough the Internet by exponential
function.

The rapid advancement of the computer
technology has a great influence over the development
of the critical information infrastructure, thus changing
the safety environment and the national values and
interests. This advancement produces threats and risks
from computer perspective which are sublimated in
different forms of international terrorism and
particularly in cyber terrorism.

The main aim of this paper is based on a
thorough analysis of what is scientifically known and
practiced when nowadays critical information
infrastructure is in the focus of the cyber terrorism.
The rapid IT development demands changes in the
strategic management focus.

As a result of a time-consuming theoretical
and empirical research this paper suggests a
methodology for strategic managing of: threats, risks
and vulnerabilities. The proposed methodology is seen
as a mean to increase the human security conscious in
every sense of the word, and to promote the need for
rules, procedures and standards establishment from
the aspect of the strategic management in the new
information epoch concerning.

In addition, through a scientific discourse, a
short attempt is made to relate Macedonian reality with
the phenomenon mentioned above.

The most fundamental set phrase is that the
efficiency and promptly made decisions during strategic
planning are a projection of the systematic
organization of functions and models for managing the
risks and threats of the critical information
infrastructure.

Hence, this paper could be seen as a
perspective when taking in consideration the regional
strategic management, and the cyberspace vital
functioning.

Key words: critical information infrastructure,
cyberspace, cyber terrorism, cyber crime, threats,
risks, security, strategic management

85. ASYMMETRIC THREATS AND RISKS OF
THE XXI CENTURY (14)

Prof. Gen. Aleksandar Doncev
PhD, dean of Faculty for Detectives and Security at the
European University, Skopje, Macedonia

The rapid technology development in the 21 s t

century has a great influence over the dynamic arm
competition, thus threats & risks increasing. They are
sublimated in different forms of international terrorism
and could produce crisis in the Region, and
furthermore all round the world. The international
community is faced with new challenges. Now, the
territories are not the only targets of attacks.

The result of the theoretical and empirical
research leads towards to the non-existence of national
crisis management capacity.

The paper identifies the international scenario
which is very complex and unpredictable in the
diapason of the asymmetric threats, as well as a new
priorities agenda of the international community in the
21 s t century. Therefore, a risk management model is
suggested, too.

Key words: security, risk, threat, terrorism, crisis,
management.

86. DETECTION - NIR, LUMINESCENCE,
AND OTHER RAPID METHODS-PIT FALLS
AND OPPORTUNITIES (5)

David Trud i I
Battelle Memorial Institite,
Resiterstown, MD 21136 USA

The proliferation of rapid, on-site biological
detectors over the last 15 years has caused confusion
within the user community and in some cases a
diversion of resources. There remains no panacea; all
systems have issues and no system provides the total
answer.

In 1995, with much enthusiasm, members of
a US National Lab presented a mock-up of a hand held
Biological Detector. This system, compared to a
"Tricorder" from science fiction, was envisioned to be
available within 5 years. It would be able to scan a
substance and within minutes provide an answer.
Clearly that remains the goal of detector programs, but
unfortunately science is the limiting factor.

There are technologies, such as fluorescence
and luminescence that provide minimally acceptable
results when utilizing a defined bio-air sample. Many of
these systems are also expensive, limiting their utility.
But when these FLAPS, BARTS, BAWS, BioLerts and
other are challenged with dirty or non-aerosol samples,
they begin to have problems.

With the relatively high cost of test kits, the
significant number of potential hoax or negative
samples; the issue of usefulness versus performance
versus cost has further complicated the environment.
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Consequently, the utilization of cost effective, simple
screening systems is needed for on site use.

The current trend is to determine cost
effective approaches to triage samples prior to in depth
analysis. Therefore, a pH test, protein strip and
Bioluminescence screen can indicate threat/non-threat
prior to in-depth analysis.

Experiences from 2001/2002 indicate over
90% of the first responder events are hoax related.
Adapting the paradigm, screening out negatives
become a priority. Near Infra Red (NIR) has been
utilized in chemical agent detection and has been
recently utilized to identify powders, salts, sugars and
numerous potential hoax samples. The system is a
non-destructive screening method that can be
integrated with other technologies as a front end triage
system. Scanning an unknown for limited identification.
Various screening and detection methods will be
reviewed.

Limitations, capabilities as well as
appropriateness as well as the latest strategies for
implementation and use will be discussed.

87. INOCULATION POLICIES IN RESPONSE
TO TERRORIST OR WMD ATTACKS:
ADDITIONAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER (2)

Dr. Peter M. Leitner
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When viewed on its own merits, the debate
over who should be inoculated during a period of
biological emergency is a rather straightforward public
policy decision. The classic public policy "balancing act"
decision-making model is defaulted to as issues of
fairness, efficiency, cost-effectiveness, adequacy of
supply, mission performance, and constituencies are
arrayed and adjudicated. This mainstream approach is
appropriate as far as it goes but it also exemplifies a
series of structural and perceptual weaknesses when
applied to wartime or localized terrorism scenarios.

In fact, the establishment of a vaccination
policy appropriate to a flu pandemic falls squarely
within this mainstream debate. Although the notion of
a pandemic carries an assumption of a great many
fatalities it does not possess the fear quotient,
uncertainty, horror, unnaturalness, or inevitability of a
bio-terror or biological warfare incident. As a result, the
reliability and responsiveness of key personnel
responding to a flu pandemic should be less of an issue
than it will be in the event of an intentional man-made
biological incident.

The principal policy weakness in instances an
intentional bio-attack stems from a generalized failure,
or refusal, to systematically study the behavior of key
personnel, first-responders, soldiers, or critical senior
leadership during severe crises occurring in their own
backyards. In other words, when the "balloon goes up"
how many of your responders and critical personnel
will show up for work?

This presentation considers many of the
"unaddressed" factors that experience has shown may
have a determinative effect upon the efficacy of a
response to a biological incident. Lessons are drawn
from experiences of US forces station in the former
West Germany, US Defense Department Continuity of
Operations Programs, Hurricane Katrina, and the 9/11
attacks on the United States.

88. MAXIMUM CREDIBLE EVENT ANALYSIS
METHODS-TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS IN
BIOSECURITY PROGRAMS (16)
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Maximum Credible Event (MCE) analyses are
analogous to worst-case scenarios involving a likely
mishap scenario in biotechnology bioprocessing
operations, biological products testing laboratories, and
biological specimen repository facilities, leading to
release of particulate/aerosolized etiologic agents into
the environment.

The purpose of MCE analyses is to estimate
the effectiveness of existing safeguards such as the
engineering controls, administrative procedures and
the attributes of facility design that, in combination,
prevent the probability of release of potentially
pathogenic or toxic material from the test facility to
external environment. As part of our support to the
United States Chemical Biological Defense Program, we
have developed a unique set of realistic MCE worst-
case scenarios for all laboratory and industrial aspects
of a biological product development process.

Although MCE analysis is part of an overall
facility biosafety assessment, our approach considered
biosecurity related issues such as facility vulnerability,
employment procedures and workers background
investigations, exercise and drills involving local law
enforcement and emergency response community,
records and audits process, and facility biosafety and
biosecurity oversight and governance issues. Our
standard operating procedure for tracking biological
material transfer agreements and operating procedures
for materials transfer, together with an integrated
checklist of biosafety/biosecurity facility inspection and
evaluation was to ensure compliance with all biosafety
and biosecurity guidelines.

The results of MCE analysis, described in
terms of potential hazard of exposure for workers and
immediate environment to etiologic agents from the
manufacturing process, is a quasi-quantitative estimate
of the nature and extent of adverse impact on the
health and immediate environment at the vicinity.
Etiologic agent exposure concentrations are estimated
based on a Gaussian air dispersion model from the
point of release as the number of infective doses
calculated on a variable grid ranging from 1-20 meters
depending upon the facility, process under assessment,
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